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discovered—some of them for the first timer—that identity of
interests which is the kernel of successful revolution. The know-
ledge that public opinion was with them hardened the hearts of
those colonial leaders who had already come to realize that
independence was the only solution of the problem; and there
was consequently infused into a certain section of American
leadership that quality of bombast and assertiveness which creates
bad blood on the slightest provocation and spurns on every
occasion the best-intentioned effort at conciliation.
This changed spirit goes far to explain the attitude which was
adopted in various colonies on the subject of the quartering of
troops. In one colonial assembly, for example, it was asserted
that the provision of quarters for the soldiers was a form of revenue
for the Mother Country, and was therefore as bad in principle as
the infamous Stamp Act. Had not the great Pitt himself said at
Westminster that the Mother Country had no right whatsoever to
levy any imposts on the colonists ? This chicken came home to
roost almost as soon as Pitt [now Chatham] succeeded Rocking-
ham as Prime Minister. Writing to his friend, Shelburne, in
February 1767, Chatham said:
America affords a gloomy prospect. A spirit of infatuation has
taken possession of New York. Their disobedience to the Mutiny
Act [i.e., the refusal to provide quarters for troops] will justly
create a great ferment here, open a fair field to the arraigners of
America, and leave no room to any to say a word in their defence.
I foresee confusion will ensue. . . . The torrent of indignation in
Parliament will, I apprehend, become irresistible; and they will draw
upon their heads national resentment by their ingratitude, and ruin,
I fear, upon the whole State by the consequences.
It was, indeed, * a gloomy prospect' upon which Chatham's
Administration looked out.
The subde difference which Chatham had tried to make be-
tween internal and external taxation was very present to the mind
of the Chancellor of the Exchequer, Charles Townshend. To
prevent smuggling [and along the Atlantic seaboard of the
North American colonies the smuggler's business was the most
lucrative of callings] Commissioners of Customs were appointed,
and sent out from London; and although they were universally
detested they succeeded in checking some of the illegal traffic.
Franklin might grandly say that the Mother Country had a right
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